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Abstract
The generation of energetic electron and proton beams was studied from the interaction of high intensity laser pulses
with pre-drilled conical targets. These conical targets are laser machined onto flat targets using 7–180 µJ pulses
whose axis of propagation is identical to that of the main high intensity pulse. This method significantly relaxes
requirements for alignment of conical targets in systematic experimental investigations and also reduces the cost
of target fabrication. These experiments showed that conical targets increase the electron beam charge by up to
44 ± 18% compared with flat targets. We also found greater electron beam divergence for conical targets than for
flat targets, which was due to escaping electrons from the surface of the cone wall into the surrounding solid target
region. In addition, the experiments showed similar maximum proton energies for both targets since the larger
electron beam divergence balances the increase in electron beam charge for conical targets. 2D particle in cell
simulations were consistent with the experimental results. Simulations for conical target without preplasma showed
higher energy gain for heavy ions due to ‘directed coulomb explosion’. This may be useful for medical applications
or for ion beam fast ignition fusion.

PACS numbers: 52.57.Kk

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The interaction of ultra-short laser pulses and hollow conical
targets is potentially important for applications such as the
fast ignition (FI) scheme for inertial fusion energy [1], high
energy density physics [2], proton beam production [3, 4] for
hadronic medical therapy [5, 6], as well as x-ray generation
applications [7]—due to the higher flux and energies of the
hot electrons which are generated with laser–cone interactions
compared with simple flat targets [3, 4]. Experiments and
simulations have shown that during these interactions the laser
pulse energy is absorbed at the wall of conical targets and self-
generated magnetic fields at the surface guide the hot electrons
along the wall [8, 9]. This increases electron beam flux at the
conical tip and thus also increases the energy of accelerated
protons. However, recent works have revealed that conical
targets actually lowered electron beam flux compared with
the flat one [10, 11]. Although the benefit of keeping open
path for the heating laser is clear, more systematic research

is required for a better understanding of these interactions,
particularly for optimization of the geometry, such as the hole
depth, opening angle and the tip thickness of the conical targets
for charged particle beam production. In particular, important
investigations can now be undertaken using high repetition rate
laser systems rather than the larger low repetition rate laser
facilities which have been used for this research previously.

There are several important outstanding issues with
regard to the use of conical targets for these applications.
One is the production cost of such targets—which is
particularly important for eventual inertial fusion energy
applications. It is even more an important consideration
for fundamental experimental investigation on such complex
target configurations. The use of lithographic technology for
mass production of conical targets has previously been reported
[4, 7] and may reduce such costs substantially in the future.
Another issue with the use of conical targets for FI has been
the alignment of the target with respect to the laser axis. This
is important since a shift of the target axis in the perpendicular
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plane to the laser axis can significantly reduce the conversion
efficiency from the laser pulse to hot electrons [12, 13]. Finally
an issue for applications to FI is that during ICF implosions the
conical target is surrounded by dense low temperature plasma
which will increase the hot electron beam divergence angle,
thereby decreasing the heating efficiency. This effect has been
observed previously in 2D-PIC (particle in cell) simulations
[14] but has been more difficult to investigate experimentally.
Previous experiments used cone targets with wall thicknesses
of a few tens of micrometres with the outside of the cone in
vacuum [3]. Geometries which are relevant to the ‘realistic’
situation in which the cone is surrounded by high density low
temperature material could be achieved by using conical targets
that are formed in flat targets having dimensions perpendicular
to the conical axis in the millimetre range. In this paper, we
report an experimental study of hot electron and ∼MeV proton
generation using conical targets which were laser machined
in situ in order to match the conical target axis and the laser
axis within a spatial scale of a few micrometres.

2. Production process of conical target and
experimental configuration

Experiments were performed using the HERCULES
(Ti : sapphire) laser facility at the Center for Ultrafast Opti-
cal Science at the University of Michigan [15]. A 30 TW laser
pulse at λ = 800 nm was focused by an F/2 parabolic mirror
having a 60◦ off axis angle. A focal spot of 3 µm full width half
maximum (FWHM) was achieved using the wavefront correc-
tion method [16]. A focused peak intensity of 4×1020 W cm−2

(corresponding to a0 = 14) is obtained for 30 TW laser power
having a FWHM pulse duration of τ = 30 fs. Here the normal-
ized vector potential is given by a0 = 0.85 × 10−9λµ

√
I with

wavelength of the laser in micrometres (λµ) and laser inten-
sity (I ) in units of W cm−2. The standard deviation of power
fluctuations was less than ±10% throughout the experiments
shown in this paper. In order to minimize preplasma forma-
tion, the temporal contrast of the pulse was controlled using
the crossed polarized wave technique which can provide 1011

amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) contrast [17]. The con-
trast is defined as the intensity ratio of the peak and the ASE.
The estimated intensity of the ASE was ∼4 × 109 W cm−2.

The conical target was made using laser machining of
aluminium foils of various thicknesses. First, as shown in
figure 1(a), an Al foil was set so that the tip thickness of
the conical target is equal to the desired value: d. Note
that the focus of the laser is set at the bottom of the conical
targets regardless of its d. Second, a preset number of
pulses (machining pulse) from the regenerative amplifier were
focused onto the foil. The pulse energy was varied by the use
of a half waveplate or changing beam diameter so the axis of
the beam remains intact. As a consequence, the f -number of
the machining pulse was changed. In order to keep reasonable
machining time, we used F/6 machining pulses with ∼7 µJ
for initial foil thickness: L = 25 µm but F/2 machining pulses
with ∼70 µJ for L = 50 and 100 µm. Conditions of the
machining process and its precision are summarized in table 1.
The target will be referred to by the ‘label’ shown in the first
column in table 1 i.e. conical target {A}. The preset number
could be changed in order to control the thickness of the tip of

the conical target. The preset number is given by (L − d)/ ls,
where L and ls are the initial foil thickness and the thickness
removed by a single machining pulse, respectively. ls is given
by L/ND, where ND is the number of machining laser pulses
necessary to penetrate through the foil. The penetration was
confirmed by measuring transmittance of a HeNe laser beam,
which is sent along to the laser axis. The transmitted HeNe
light was scattered by diagnostics positioned behind the target,
which are described below (LANEX screen and CR39 film)
and was detected by a CCD (charged coupled device) camera.

The camera images the diagnostic surface. ls was
measured before each individual shot sequence for machined
conical targets. Finally, a 30 TW pulse irradiated the conical
target without alignment, since the focal position and the laser
axis were observed to be identical with respect to the machining
pulse and the high intensity 30 TW pulse: figure 1(b).

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) image
observing the front and the rear surface of the conical target
is shown in figures 1(c) and (d), respectively. Here we refer
to the ‘rear surface’ as the surface not illuminated by the high
intensity laser and the ‘front surface’ for the laser illuminated
surface. The hole radius on the front surface was ∼5 µm and
the wall surface in the interior of the cone had a roughness
of about 1 µm. We found that a larger interior structure is
observed when 10 times higher machining pulse energy was
used as shown in figure 1(e). This difference could be utilized
for controlling the interior roughness by tuning machining
pulse energy after proper parameter studies. The roughness
of the interior surface may enhance laser absorption of the
laser beam in the experiments with larger beam divergence.

A conical shape is clear in figures 1(f ) and (g) in which
front hole radius is plotted as a function of the distance from
the focus. Here the distance from the focus was varied by
changing L. A similar plot is obtained for vertical radius
but the radius is slightly smaller due to oblique incidence.
Radius is consistent with a Gaussian beam waist at the given
f -number. Linear fitting reproduces data points better than the
radius of the Gaussian beam, as shown by dashed–dotted lines
in figures 1(f ) and (g). Table 2 summarizes the cone target
parameters obtained from the fitting curves.

The front hole must be larger than the spot size of the laser
in order to avoid energy loss due to clipping of the laser beam.
Figures 1(f ) and (g) show that the front hole is larger than
the beam waist of the 30 TW pulse except for two data points,
at L = 50 µm and 100 µm. We did not use conical targets
with these parameters for experiments, therefore the clipping
should not be a problem for any hole depth dependence in the
experiments.

A series of hydrodynamic simulations in a 1D planar
geometry was performed in order to obtain insight into the
preplasma density profile as shown in appendix A. A third
order autocorrelator revealed two precursor pulses in the laser
temporal profile: one is the ASE pulse and the other is a foot of
the pulse. Idealized intensity profiles of the precursor pulses
are shown in figure A1 of appendix A.

The intensity of the ASE pulse linearly ramps at 2 ns
before the main pulse. The estimated intensity of the ASE was
∼4×109 W cm−2 and this intensity may be below the damage
threshold. However, as described in section 4, the focusing
effect due to the conical target might result in an ASE pulse
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Figure 1. Conical target machining process (a) pre-drilling geometry and (b) interaction geometry at 30 TW laser power (note that the angle
of incidence is exaggerated here—it was 20◦ from normal during the experiments). SEM images of the hole after the machining process by
F/6 pulses (c) the front and (d) rear surface of the conical target {A}. (e) SEM image of the front surface hole of the conical target {E} after
the machining process by F/2 pulses. Horizontal radius of the laser pulse and the hole radius of the conical target made by (f ) F/6 with
∼7 µJ and (g) F/2 with 70 µJ machining pulse, respectively. Here, points of the diamonds: obtained from SEM images for L = 25 µm, the
solid circles: from optical microscope objective images, triangles: obtained from SEM images for L = 100 µm. L of optical microscope
points is equal to ‘distance from focus’ in the figures. Beam waist radius of F/6 and F/2 Gaussian beam are shown by dashed and solid
lines. Linear fitting line for data points are shown by dashed–dotted lines. Note that the beam waist values are divided by cos(20◦) in order
to take into account tilt of the target.

Table 1. Condition of laser machining and parameters of conical
targets. Values in parentheses indicate standard deviation (STDEV)
which is used to estimate error for the tip thickness of conical targets.

Machining
pulse
energy L Number of

Label (µJ) F /# ls (µm/shot) (µm) samples

A 7 F/6 0.84 (0.05) 25 4
B 7 F/6 0.91 (0.1) 50 2
C 7 F/6 0.15 (0.03) 100 2
D 70 F/2 2.3 (0.2) 50 3
E 70 F/2 1.6 (0.1) 100 2
F 180 F/2 4.2 100 1

with intensity on the order of 1010 W cm−2 and may produce
some preplasma. For the foot of the pulse, intensity rapidly
increases from 50 ps before the main pulse and could reach a
very high intensity. According to the results, plasma expansion
velocity at relativistic critical density: ncr ∼ 10nc for peak
laser intensity is too small (expansion distance on the order of
micrometre at the arrival of the main pulse) to fill up the conical
hole in this experiment. Here relativistic critical density is

Table 2. Parameters of conical targets. ‘Hor.’ and ‘Vert.’ indicate
values in the horizontal and the vertical directions. The vertical
direction is perpendicular to the page in figure 1(a).

Machining Total
configuration opening angle (◦) Tip diameter (µm)

F/6, 7 µJ/pulse Hor. 11, Vert. 8 Hor. 4, Vert. 5
F/2, 70 µJ/pulse Hor. 30, Vert. 22 Hor. 5, Vert. 5

given by ncr = ncγ with the Lorentz factor, γ =
√

1 + a2
0/2,

and the critical density is nc = 1.11 × 1021/λ2
µ in unit of

cm−3 [18–22]. However, lack of various collective absorption
mechanisms of the laser to the plasma in the simulation code
may cause the preplasma scale length to be underestimated.
Thus the experimental results provide further insight for the
preplasma scale length.

3. Optimum hole depth of conical targets for hot
electron beam production

The laser irradiated targets at a 20◦ incidence angle using
P polarization. Hot electron production was studied using
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Figure 2. Hot electron beam profiles from (a) the flat target
FWHM = 80◦, (b) conical targets with hole depth of 27 µm
FWHM = 100◦, (c) 50 µm FWHM = 90◦ and (d) 84 µm
FWHM = 93◦. Initial target thickness is fixed at 100 µm. The
conical targets {E} were used for (a)–(c) but {F} for (d). The
intensity is normalized by the peak intensity of each image. The
circle and the square indicate the laser axis and the target normal
direction, respectively. (e) Integrated signal counts from the CCD
camera for the LANEX screen as a function of the hole depth from
initial target thickness of 50 µm with conical targets of {D} (square)
and 100 µm with conical targets of {E} and {F} (triangle). The
solid curve shows Lorentz factor corresponding to the laser intensity
in vacuum at the entrance of the hole. Note that a conical target of
{F} is only used for the data point at hole depth of 84 µm. The flat
target is shown by diamonds and the thickness is 50 and 100 µm.
The error bar of the hole depth is approximately the same as the size
of data points (not shown).

two diagnostics. The hot electron beam spatial profile was
measured using a LANEX scintillation (KODAK) screen
which was placed 7.5 cm behind the target. A 200 µm thick Al
filter was positioned in front of the screen to block lower energy
electrons below 200 keV as well as light emission. The rear
side of the screen was imaged onto a CCD camera to observe
light emission caused by electrons incident onto the screen. A
2 mm thick BG39 filter was used to remove scattered laser light.
The hot electron beam charge was inferred by integrating signal
counts on the CCD camera. The hot electron beam charge
could also be determined by measuring the bremsstrahlung
γ -ray yield resulting from the hot electron beams produced.
γ -ray photons were detected using a NaI scintillator coupled to
a photomultiplier which was positioned at 30◦ above the laser
axis. Low energy γ -ray photons below 1 MeV energy were
blocked using a 6 inch thick lead brick in front of the detector.
The detector was surrounded by 2 inch of lead which blocks
other scattered γ -rays. The integrated signal count from the
LANEX screen images was found to be proportional to the
γ -ray signal from the NaI scintillator.

Images of the hot electron beam profile are shown in
figures 2(a)–(d) as a function of the hole depth for which the
initial target thickness was fixed at 100 µm. Note that the
conical targets {E} were used except for figure 2(d) which is
obtained with the conical target {F}.

Using flat targets, the direction of the hot electron
beam was consistently positioned between the target normal

direction and the laser axis (figure 2(a)). By using conical
targets and increasing the hole depth, the peak of the beam
shifts consistently with the laser axis (figure 2(b)). Increasing
the hole depth further, we observed the peak of the beam shifts
to the target normal direction (figures 2(c) and (d)). The
FWHM horizontal beam diameter varies between 80◦ and 100◦

and shows a maximum for the 27 µm hole depth image. Since
the FWHM beam diameter is larger than the LANEX screen,
the beam divergence is obtained by fitting the intensity profile
to a Gaussian function.

The hot electron beam charge was greatest at the ∼20 µm
hole depth as shown in figure 2(e). This depth matches well
with the Rayleigh length of the laser pulse: 25 µm. We found
that the shot averaged hot electron beam charge in a hole depth
ranging between 18 and 27 µm is 44(±18)% greater than for
the flat target. We found no correlation between γ -ray signal
and thickness for the flat target in the range between 0.8 and
100 µm. Therefore, it is clear the difference of the hot electron
beam charge is due to the influence of the hole depth. The
increase in the hot electron beam charge is comparable to the
values reported in [3].

As shown in the literature [10, 11], preplasma generated
by an ASE pulse could prohibit the propagation of the
main laser pulse to the tip of the conical target due to
absorption or scattering. The drop in the electron yield at
the hole depth of 50 and 84 µm could be the influence of the
preplasma. Insight into the interaction may be obtained when
hydrodynamic simulation results are considered. According
to the simulations, the density point of nc moves from the
conical wall at a distance several times greater than that of
ncr ∼ 10nc (figure A1(c)). The difference is even larger
when the distance is compared between 0.01nc and 10nc. Note
that in the literature [10, 11], experiments clearly showed that
a preplasma of 0.01nc density inhibits laser propagation to
the tip of the conical target for vacuum focal laser intensity
corresponding to a0 ∼ 3. In our experiments, the focused laser
intensity is much higher and a0 ∼ 14 at vacuum focus. Such
high laser intensity allows relativistically induced transparency
(RIT) up to the relativistic critical density [18–22]. It might be
reasonable to expect that the electron yield is proportional to
the ncr where the laser interacts with the plasma most strongly.
In order to elucidate the influence of RIT to the electron yield, γ
is estimated using the laser intensity in vacuum at the entrance
of the hole. Note that the focus of the laser is always at the
bottom of the conical target regardless of d. The agreement
between γ and data points is remarkable despite this simple
argument, as shown in figure 2(e). We also found that by
using an argument of energy balance between the plasma and
the laser pulse for RIT [22], the pump depletion length is
found to be lpd = 2cτnc/ne with c as the speed of light.
When we assume the conical target is filled by a ne = 0.02nc

density plasma, the equation yields lpd = 90 µm, which is
approximately the same as the deepest hole in the experiments.
Note that the density is well matched with the prediction of
the hydrodynamic simulation as shown in figure A1(c), which
shows that the 0.01nc density surface moves more than 10 µm
from the wall, and this distance is comparable to the diameter
of the hole. Therefore, we conclude that preplasma would
lower the electron yield since the underdense plasma inhibits
laser propagation deep into the conical target. Note that, for
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Figure 3. (a) LANEX screen image with Al filters, where the numbers indicate total Al filter thickness. Sampling region for signal
integration is shown by white boxes on a circle at the radius of Rsample. (b) Hot electron energy spectrum obtained from (a). The inset is the
same plot but the vertical axis is on logarithmic scale. Here, points are experimental data and the line is least squares fit using the
Maxwellian distribution function which is given in the text. Error bars are for the data points when the sampling radius (Rsample) was
changed by ±50% with sample size fixed. (c) Th dependence on target thickness, where grey points are from flat targets and black points are
from conical targets {A}. Error bars are due to fitting uncertainty. (d) Laser intensity dependence of Th. Curves are obtained from (solid
blue line) Tp: ponderomotive scaling, (solid green line) equation (11) from [27], (dashed red line) Tmp: equation (2) from [25] with
ne = 10nc and (dashed–dotted purple line) from Tmp with ne = 450nc, which corresponds to solid density of aluminium. Range of
experimental data points are shown as red points for conical targets and vertical black line for flat targets, respectively.

the short length conical hole, sizeable energy could reach the
tip due to a combination of RIT and self-focusing of the laser
beam [23]. The argument here could provide some remedy for
the inhibition of the laser propagation by utilizing RIT.

In some experiments, a set of Al filters were placed in
front of the LANEX screen in order to infer the hot electron
energy spectrum. Wedge-shaped aluminium plates with eight
different thicknesses were assembled so that the apex of each
plate is placed in the normal direction of the target (figure 3(a)).
The hot electron energy spectrum is therefore obtained by
integrating signal counts in a small region as indicated by
the white boxes in figure 3(a). The hot electron beam is not
uniform as shown in figure 2. We set the integration region on
a circle with a radius of Rsample. We found that varying Rsample

by ±50% does not change the electron spectrum and estimated
the electron temperature, thus taking sampling point on a circle
is reasonable. The electron energy (ε) for each filter was
given by the stopping range of known Al thicknesses. The hot
electron energy spectrum was fitted by a Maxwell distribution
function: ne(ε) ∝ exp(−ε/Th) in order to estimate the electron
temperature (figure 4(b)). The inferred temperature (Th)

for conical (flat) targets was in the range 0.2–1 MeV (0.2–
0.8 MeV) for the range of target thicknesses as shown in
figure 3(c).

The Th is substantially lower than the predicted Tp =
6.5 MeV according to ponderomotive scaling [24], which is

given by Tp = mc2(

√
1 + a2

0 − 1) with m being electron mass.

Lower temperatures could be explained by the interaction
of the laser pulse with a sharp density gradient followed by
a dense plasma with ne � nc, and the temperature scaling is

then given by Tmp = mc2(

√
1 + a2

0/2 − 1)(ne/ncr)
1/2, which

showed an excellent agreement with PIC simulations [25]. For
a large preplasma in which the scale length is larger than the
plasma skin depth (L � c/ωp), laser absorption takes place
at ncr and Tmp reduces to Tp. In this case, the full electron
excursion length: lex = (a2

0/4γ 2)(c/ω0) in the plane wave is
realized [26]. For a0 � 1, the length is reduced to lex ∼ λ/4π .
On the other hand, for a small scale length: L < lex, the laser
field could interact with a plasma whose density is much larger

than ncr. Indeed, the ncr density point is within a fraction of
wavelength for flat targets (appendix A). As a consequence, lex

is reduced since electrons dragged out from the dense plasma
shield the laser field, which therefore lowers temperature.
We found that Tmp shows good agreement with experimental
data points when vacuum focal intensity and solid Al plasma
density: 450nc are used (figure 3(d)).

This lowering of the hot electron temperature by reducing
the preplasma scale length may be useful for FI where electron
beams of a few megaelectronvolts are optimal for fuel core
heating. Slightly higher shot averaged Th is observed for
conical (0.54 ± 0.2 MeV) target than flat targets (0.38 ±
0.2 MeV). This could be interpreted as larger preplasma scale
length due to intensity enhancement of the ASE pulse as
described in the next section. We found that the temperature
for the conical target at d ∼ 1 µm fluctuated shot to shot
much more than d ∼ 4 µm, while the flat target shows
relatively small shot to shot fluctuation. This could be because
absorption depends strongly on shot to shot variations in the
target conditions possibly due to the ASE content and intensity
in the laser pulse. Therefore, understanding the influence
due to precursor pulses on the preplasma density scale length
is critical for designing of fast ignitors. We note that the
fluctuation could be due to the fluctuation of the conical target
shape.

4. Maximum proton energy from flat and conical
targets

In this experiment the initial target thickness for conical targets
was set at 25 µm and d was varied. A CR39 track detector
was set 6 cm behind the target and each CR39 was exposed for
2–6 shots. Various thicknesses of Mylar filters were placed
in front of the CR39 in order to obtain the beam profile for
different proton energies. A 12 µm Al filter covered the entire
CR39 to block laser light. The thickness of the Mylar filter
was varied spatially as shown in figure 4(a). The maximum
proton energy is inferred by the stopping range of the proton for
the thickest filter where proton tracks were observed. In some
shots, proton tracks are missing for thick Mylar filters as shown
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Figure 4. (a) Side view of CR39 film and Mylar filter set. Scanned image of CR39 films from (b) a flat target with thickness of 4 µm and
(c) a conical target {A} with d = 4 µm. The vertical (dashed) line indicates horizontal location of the target normal axis (laser axis).
Stopping range of proton energy (MeV) for each filter is shown in the side of the image. Maximum proton energy from (d) flat and (e)
conical targets {A}. Please see the text for the error bars. The thickness error is approximately the same as the data point (not shown). The
solid (dotted) line is obtained by equation (1) for Th = 0.2(0.8) MeV for (d) and Th = 0.2(1) MeV for (e), respectively.

in figure 4(c) where no tracks are visible for the filter thickness
whose stopping range is equal to 7.1 MeV. In particular for
figure 4(c), maximum proton energy is in between 6.2 and
7.1 MeV. We plotted our error bar for the maximum proton
energy in this manner for figures 4(d) and (e).

For flat targets as shown in figure 4(b), the centre of
the proton beam is on the target normal axis indicating that
acceleration is due to the target normal sheath acceleration
(TNSA) [28] mechanism. The sheath field is caused by a
hot electron beam leaving the target rear surface subsequently
generating a transient electrical field (sheath field) normal to
the surface. This sheath field ionizes hydrogen contaminants
on the surface and accelerates protons. For conical targets, the
centre of the proton beam is on the target axis for d = 10 µm.
However, as shown in figure 4(c), we observed that the centre
of the high energy proton beam (>4.2 MeV) shifts towards
the laser axis for d � 4 µm. Note that the CR39 was too
small to detect the entire proton beam for figure 4(c); therefore,
the beam shift could be greater than 20◦. This proton beam
shift may be explained by local target deformation due to the
machining process and an ASE induced shock wave [29]. The
target rear surface is bent towards the outside as shown in the
SEM image: figure 1(d). However, it should be noted that the
image is obtained for a drilled through hole. In experiments,
the rear surface must be flat at some value of tip thickness and
would be deformed when tip thickness is reduced from that
value. It might be possible to use a confocal laser scanning
microscope in order to obtain 3D morphology of the surface.

However, this method requires alignment of the conical
axis to the laser after inspecting the surface. An in situ method

would be desirable for monitoring morphology on the back
surface by, for example, interferometry.

ASE could also contribute to the shift of the proton beam.
By using an analytical model for the local shock deformation
[30] for our laser parameters (i.e. ASE intensity of 109 W cm−2

with 2 ns duration) and a target thickness of 4 µm, the estimated
beam shift is 2.7◦. This estimated shift is too small to account
for the beam shift observed for the conical target (>20◦). In
the model, only two parameters could be adjustable; the ASE
laser intensity and its duration. Those two parameters were
fixed in the experiments; however, the ASE intensity could
be increased by a focusing effect in the conical target. An
increase of more than 20 times of an ultra-intense laser pulse
in a cone target was reported by using 3D PIC simulations [9].
We found when the ASE intensity was set at 3×1010 W cm−2,
which is ∼10 times greater than the actual ASE intensity, the
model shows a 20◦ proton beam shift. The assumed intensity
enhancement approximately agrees with the simulations in [9].

For flat targets, the maximum proton energy shows a peak
at thicknesses of 2 and 4 µm. For conical targets, the maximum
proton energy shows a peak at d = 4 µm and decreases
with increasing target thickness. The maximum proton energy
may be estimated by a simple self-similar plasma expansion
model [31, 32] and is given by

Emax = 2Th
[
ln(tp + (t2

p + 1)1/2)
]2

, (1)

where Th is the temperature of the hot electron beam,
tp = 1.3ωpiτ/

√
2 exp(1) and ωpi = √

(4πe2ne0)/mp with
ne0 the electron density of the hot electron beam at the
rear surface, mp the proton mass and τ the pulse FWHM
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duration. The acceleration time is taken to be 1.3τ , which
represents saturation time of proton energy observed in 2D-
PIC simulations in [32] for a wide range of laser intensities
and pulse durations. The electron density is estimated by
the equation: ne0 = Ne/(cτSsheath) where Ne = f E/Th

is the total number of electrons in the beam and Ssheath =
π(r0 + δ tan(θ))2 is the hot electron beam cross sectional
area at the rear surface for a target thickness of δ. We
used experimentally obtained values for Th. The absorption
fraction, f , is assumed to be 0.5 for flat targets and 0.7
for conical targets. The difference in f is taken from hot
electron beam charge measurement results. Here, r0 is the
laser spot radius and θ is the half angle of the hot electron
beam divergence. We used θ as a free parameter to obtain the
best fit (θ = 15◦) for flat targets.

For flat targets, equation (1) reproduces the experimental
data points well as shown in figure 4(d). For conical targets,
equation (1) reproduces experimental data points in d = 4 µm
and 10 µm but overestimates the proton energy for d < 4 µm.
This discrepancy indicates that the sheath field is decreased by
a plasma expansion preceding the main pulse due to the ASE
pulse. The fact that the proton beam shift was observed for
d � 4 µm also supports this interpretation.

Note that the influence of the ASE pulse on TNSA could
be negligible, in particular to the maximum proton energy up
to some thickness where the proton energy starts to fall [33].
We found that the 1010 W cm−2 ASE could produce plasma at
the rear surface and the plasma expansion is estimated to be
less than a micrometre for a 2 µm tip thickness (appendix A)
but no plasma expansion is observed when the ASE pulse at
109 W cm−2 was used. Despite lacking several aspects of the
interaction physics in the simulation code, we believe that the
discrepancy between conical and flat targets is due to intensity
enhancement of the ASE pulse due to conical targets. This
belief is reinforced by experiments that have been performed
at the Lund Laser Center in Sweden [34]. The experiments
clearly demonstrated that an external laser pulse, synchronized
to an ultra-intense laser pulse for proton acceleration from a
3 µm Al foil, were responsible for the proton beam shift from
the target normal direction and not ceasing proton acceleration.
The external laser pulse parameters were 3 × 1010 W cm−2

at l = 532 nm with duration variation between 3 and 12 ns
and very similar to our ASE pulse intensity. Therefore,
we conclude the presence of ASE pulse at the order of
1010 W cm−2 would not inhibit TNSA but may still influence
the proton beam direction.

It is interesting to note that using the same value of θ for flat
targets with equation (1) reproduces experimental results for
conical targets. The hot electron beam from the conical targets
has a 25% larger divergence angle than from flat targets, as
shown in figure 2. Equation (1) with θ = 19◦ does not change
the curve significantly. Despite this fact, θ could influence
maximum proton energy for the following two reasons. First,
the divergence angle measurements could be affected by a self-
generated field at the rear side of the target including a sheath
field and an azimuthal magnetic field which could alter intrinsic
beam divergence upon escaping the target [35]. Second, θ

could be a function ofd since the interaction with the preplasma
and the wall of the conical target might increase θ . These two
effects make the estimation of θ difficult.

The maximum proton energy is similar for flat and conical
targets, even though there is increased hot electron beam charge
for conical targets. This may be understood by considering the
difference in the hot electron beam divergence as described
above. We note at the end that hot electron temperature is the
most sensitive parameter according to equation (1) where the
proton maximum energy depends linearly on Th but depends on
hot electron beam density logarithmically. In our experiments,
Th was found to be similar between flat and conical targets.

5. 2D-PIC simulations

2D-PIC simulations were performed for a flat and a conical
target in order to understand electron and proton beam
acceleration. To achieve good computational accuracy and
avoid self-heating in the simulation due to the interaction
of the laser pulse with solid density plasma, we performed
simulations with higher laser intensity and a lower ionization
state of target as compared with the experimental parameters.
With this approach we aim to identify the same qualitative
trends in electron and ion acceleration as described above
for experimental conditions without a detailed quantitative
comparison. The initial target thickness was 15λ (2λ) and the
transverse width was 10λ for the conical (flat) target. The tip
diameter of the conical hole was λ and the front hole diameter
was 5λ. The conical tip thickness was 2λ. Fully ionized Be was
assumed for the target at an electron density of ne = 160nc.
A 50 nm proton layer was attached on the rear surface of the
target in order to simulate a contamination layer. A preplasma
with a 2λ linear density ramp was placed near the tip of the
cone to model a finite ASE intensity contrast of the laser pulse.
A 35 fs FWHM laser pulse at peak normalized vector potential
of a0 = 50 irradiated the conical target at a normal angle
of incidence. A linearly polarized pulse was used such that
the electric field of the laser lies in the z direction, which is
perpendicular to the images shown in figures 5 and 6.

The contour image in figures 5(a) and (b) of the electron
density shows more beam spread of hot electrons for the
conical target than for the flat target which is consistent with
experimental observations. The hot electron energy spectrum
as a function of the transverse coordinate from the flat and the
conical target is shown in figures 5(c) and (d), respectively.
Larger hot electron beam divergence is clearly shown for the
conical target than for the flat target. For the conical target,
the hot electron beam is not only generated at the tip of the
conical target but also on the conical wall surface and the latter
beam increases the beam divergence. The total number of hot
electrons was at least two times larger than from the flat target,
but the hot electron temperature was approximately the same
in both cases. This qualitatively agrees with the experimental
observation of the electron beam.

Despite the difference in Th between the experiments
(∼MeV) and the simulations (∼20 MeV), we believe that the
simulation is relevant for our experiments since the interaction
is ultra-relativistic for both cases, therefore capturing the
essential aspects of the interaction.

We note here that the influence of the divergence angle
and the energy spectrum of the electron beam on the proton
acceleration due to TNSA requires a detailed analysis of
the electrical sheath structure and its correlation between the
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Figure 5. Simulated electron density contour for (a) the flat target and (b) the conical target. The laser pulse irradiates the targets from left
boundary along the X direction. Hot electron energy distribution from 2D-PIC simulations for (c) a flat target and for (d) a conical target.
The vertical axis is electron energy and horizontal axis is spatial axis in the Y direction. The colour scale represents the electron density.

Figure 6. Ion density contour from 2D-PIC simulations for the conical target (a) with preplasma at t = 200 fs and (b) without preplasma at
t = 230 fs. (c) Zoom up image of the tip of the conical target from (b). Dashed lines in the figures show initial target surface. The laser
pulse irradiates the target from the left boundary normal to the target.

sheath field and the property of electron beams. This influence
is critical to FI and more work is needed.

We also observed heavy ion acceleration which is
represented by figure 6 for two cases: with and without
preplasma. The second case corresponds to high intensity
contrast ratio that could be relevant to future experiments.
In the case of preplasma, which is more relevant to our
experiment, Be4+ ions surprisingly gained almost the same
energy (∼20 MeV/nuclei) as the protons (∼20 MeV) so that
proton and Be4+ fronts move with approximately the same
velocity. This is nontrivial and different from ion acceleration
from flat targets. Approximately in the middle of the conical

target, the spot diameter of the laser pulse is comparable
to the hole diameter. This gives a complicated structure in
the electromagnetic field near the bottom of the hole, which
results in stochastic electron heating. Consequently, electron
directionality (forward) is significantly destroyed and leads to
a charge separation electrostatic field near the bottom, which
is stronger than the rear surface field (TNSA field). Therefore,
the Be ions from the hole are effectively accelerated in spite
of a low Z/A ratio and gain more energy compared with the
case of the flat target.

In the simulation for the conical target without preplasma
layer, Be4+ ions gained more energy (21 MeV/nuclei) than the

8
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protons (∼11 MeV). Two ‘lobes’ of proton beams are observed
which originate from the corner of the conical target. Those
proton beams may be produced from the concentration of the
electric field at the corner of the target which then produces
a strong quasi-static electrical field for proton acceleration.
In an actual target, the dimensions of the transverse size of
the flat part of the target are on the order of millimetres and
much larger than the simulated domain, hence such a field
concentration cannot be expected. Thus, we neglect the proton
beam component in the ‘lobes’ for this discussion. The higher
Be ion energy suggests that the acceleration process is different
from that for protons. The Be ion beam front shows a spherical
shape with a diameter of ∼6.7λ whose centre is shifted in the
X direction by xc ∼ 7λ. This ion front shape is different from
that of protons, which show a flatter shape in the vicinity of
the laser axis. In the simulation, protons were only located
on the rear surface of the target, therefore, protons are only
accelerated by the sheath field at the rear surface. On the other
hand, the Be ions could be accelerated from the tip of the
conical target. Our interpretation for the Be ion acceleration
is the following. First, the ponderomotive force of the laser
pulse pushes all electrons into the tip of the conical target.
At the same time, the ions in the tip are also pushed by the
ponderomotive force towards the laser axis with hole boring

velocity vhb = c
√

(nc/2ne)(Zm/M)(Iλ2
µ/1.37 × 1018) [24]

during the laser pulse. Here, Z and M are ion charge state
and ion mass, respectively. The laser intensity (I ) is given in
units of W cm−2. This equation gives vhb ∼ 0.043c and is
consistent with velocity of the centre of the sphere observed
in the simulation: vc ∼ xc/t = 0.081c. Here, t is the time in
figure 6 and is measured from when the peak of the laser pulse
arrives at the bottom of the conical target. In the frame moving
at a velocity ofvc, ions are accelerated by a symmetric electrical
field arising from charge separation (Coulomb explosion) and
are hence accelerated radially. As a consequence of hole boring
and the Coulomb explosion, a spherical ion front whose centre
is shifted away from the target normal is formed. This process
is similar to the so-called ‘directed Coulomb explosion’ [36].
Actually, figure 6 shows an ion density depletion at the tip,
which may be due to a Coulomb explosion. We found that
the maximum Be4+ ion energy from the flat target is half
that from the conical target. This might also suggest that the
laser focusing in the conical shape [9] increases laser intensity
compared with the flat target and yields a higher ion energy.

6. Summary

We have performed the first measurements of energetic
electron and proton beams resulting from high intensity laser
interactions with conical targets using laser machined targets.
These ‘proof of principle’ experiments clearly demonstrate
that with the use of this technique it is possible to perform
systematic experiments, which can address much of the
underlying physics of these complex targets—and can be
directly compared with advanced simulations.

The results obtained by the experiments described here
have some implications for the FI scheme where an ultra-
intense laser pulse irradiates normal to a conical target
surrounded by a dense fuel plasma. In an actual FI scheme, the
tip of the conical target is normal to the laser axis. The shift

of the relativistic electron beam or the proton beam observed
in the experiments would correspond to an increase in the
divergence angle of the beam which reduces heating/coupling
efficiency to the fuel core. We found that the shift of the proton
beam direction was increased due to surface deformation,
which is most likely induced by the ASE pulse whose intensity
was increased by the conical shape. This result suggests
that reducing the ASE intensity for conical targets could
reduce proton beam divergence and can be beneficial for FI
by the use of the proton beam as a heating source. We
note here that the machining process could cause target rear
surface deformation. Further technological development for
monitoring morphology of the surface is desired. Reducing
the prepulse may also be beneficial in that there is evidence
from these experiments that this will cause a reduction in
the generated electron temperature. 2D-PIC simulations
confirmed these experimental results and further suggested
that heavy ion acceleration in such experiments would be due
to a ‘directed Coulomb explosion,’ which might be useful
for accelerating heavy ions efficiently for medical or fusion
applications.
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Appendix A. 1D Hydrodynamics simulation for
preplasma

Hydrodynamic simulations using code ‘HYADES’ [37] were
performed in order to study the preplasma density profile for
our laser irradiation condition. To obtain a general idea,
1D planar geometry was used due to increased calculation
speed. Laser absorption was taken into account by solving the
Helmholtz equation for P polarization at a normal incidence
angle. Al was used as the target material. The electron density
is obtained by assuming perfect ionization: ne = 13 × ni,
where ni is ion density since the peak intensity of the laser
is comparable to the appearance intensity of Al13+: 6.7 ×
1020 W cm−2 based on the barrier suppression ionization model
[38]. Note that ionization potential for Al is obtained from
web-site http://www.webelements.com/. Figure A1(a) shows
the assumed laser intensity temporal profile, which reproduces
our experimental measurement via third order autocorrelator
[17] and consists of a 2 ns duration flat part (ASE pulse) and a
rapidly rising part with a duration of 50 ps: (foot pulses). The
ASE intensity was set at 1010 W cm−2.

Two distinct features are observed due to the influence
of ASE and foot pulses to the bulk of the target as shown in
figure A1(b) at the time when the main pulse arrives. First,
a sharp shock in the bulk is observed due to the foot pulse.
However, the relatively flat density profile is obtained when
only the ASE pulse is irradiated. Second, when only the
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Figure A1. (a) Temporal pulse shape used in the hydrodynamics simulation. (b) Plasma density profile is shown as a red dashed (blue
solid) line when only foot pulse is irradiated (only ASE pulse). The green rectangle shape curve shows initial density profile which is solid
Al target with 2 µm thickness. The laser pulse is irradiated from the left of the figure. (c) Distance from the initial front surface for various
density points. The bars represent from left to right as only foot pulse, only ASE pulse and both pulses for simulations.

foot pulse is irradiated, no plasma was observed at the rear
surface. However, when only ASE irradiates the target, plasma
expansion at the rear surface on the order of a micrometre is
observed. When both pulses are combined, peak density of
the shock is reduced to 1000nc and the location is shifted to
x ∼ 1 µm when the main pulse arrives. No other difference is
observed. This could be explained via enhanced absorption of
the laser due to longer scale length of the plasma as shown in
figure A1(c). As expected, the front surface plasma expands
more for the ASE pulse irradiation than for the foot pulse
irradiation. The distance between density point for nc and the
initial target surface is less than 10 µm which is smaller than
the dimension of the conical targets. Moreover, the distance
between the initial target surface and the relativistic critical
density is only a few micrometres. Here the relativistic critical
density is ∼10nc by using the intensity at vacuum focus for
the peak of the main pulse.

Knowing the influence of incidence angle and polarization
on the preplasma density profile is useful since the laser
could be incident at a variety of angles and polarizations,
especially at the wall. We found that using S polarization or
different incidence angles (45◦, 65◦) does not change results
significantly. This could be due to lack of collective effects in
the simulation as described below. More realistic simulations,
such as a 3D Hybrid simulation which can include nanosecond
pulses and picosecond pulses in the same calculation, must be
performed in order to predict experiments precisely. In 3D
geometry, in which the plasma fills the hole, the density would
be greater than in the 1D simulation.

In the simulation, collective effects such as vacuum
heating processes [39] are not taken into account. Therefore, it
should be noted that direct comparison between the experiment
and those simulations might be problematic.
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